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Welcome to our world.

-

ble production. We have reached where we are today by having the courage to think beyond the norm and follow slightly unconven-

we have become a global player and a leader in innovative, user-friendly shaft alignment.
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Adaptive User Interface Fixturlaser NXA Pro will guide you throughout the measurement, step by step. 
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Fixturlaser NXA Pro
 
 

This is a masterpiece in usability - bringing the latest technology 

from the video gaming world and smartphone developments to 

user interface. 

This combined with a durable touch screen to make the preci-

sion alignment task as easy and quick as possible, also for the 

occasional user with the Fixturlaser NXA Pro we have impro-

screen exactly as you see the real machine regardless of where 

you are positioned. 

 

The Fixturlaser NXA Pro display unit is rugged, rubber coated 

 

capacity is well beyond the normal workday and a Quick-charge  

function to make it ready for the night shift. 



Fixturlaser NXA Pro Sensor Units
 

As pioneers in using CCD technology for precision alignment, we are 

proud to present the Fixturlaser NXA Pro with the second generation 

high-end inclinometers, and a gyroscope in each sensor unit, makes 

this compact unit the most accurate and precise sensor of its kind on 

the market.  New algorithms, a new very compact and stable housing, 

and an unparalleled power management, and you have an unbeata-

ble solution for precision alignment even in the roughest conditions.

 

These sensors are powered through the built-in batteries and 

communicate with the display unit over Bluetooth. Wireless communica-

tion is preferred in most cases, but optional wires are available.  The built-

in gyroscopes facilitate the alignment of vertically mounted machines.



Features Fixturlaser NXA Pro

OmniView

Sensor technology

VertiZontal Moves

The OmniView function shows 

the machine from the same side 

as the user is positioned. Thanks 

to the built-in gyroscope the 

Fixturlaser NXA Pro is capable 

of keeping track of both you and 

the machine!

If the machine is misaligned, you will be recommended to go to a shims 

result view. The Fixturlaser NXA Pro calculates how much you need to 

remove or add shims in order to correct the machine vertically.

When moving on to horizontal correction, the system goes live and will 

deliver real time values during the adjustment phase. No remeasure-

ments in between adjustments are necessary, as you are never in doubt 

of the machine’s true position. 

We have chosen to use CCD technology in our sensors, a digital technology 

commonly used in all digital cameras. The benefit over the older analog PSD 

technology is unmatched with regards to the capability of filtering and refining 

the measurement data. With this second generation scientific grade CCD sen-

sor, we can now obtain an unparalleled repeatability together with outstanding 

results regardless of ambient light and measurement environment. With dual 

high performance inclinometers in each head, and the improved algorithms, we 

provide precision alignment at a completely new level.



Features Fixturlaser NXA Pro

Fixturlaser NXA Pro System

Weight including all standard parts:         7,7 kg (17 lbs)

Display Unit

Weight:                                               1,2 kg (2,6 lbs) with battery

Dimensions:                             124 mm x 158 mm x 49 mm (4,9 in x 6,2 in x 1,9 in)

Gyroscope:                                 6-Axis MEMS Inertial Motion Sensor with drift  

Battery charging time 

TD Units 

Weight:                                               M3 212 g (7,5 oz) S3 188 g (6,6 oz)

Detector:                                               2nd generation Ultra HD CCD

Detector resolution:                             1 µm

Gyroscope:                                               6-Axis MEMS Inertial Motion Sensor with drift compens

Operating time:                             17 hours continuous use (measuring)

Shaft Brackets

Shaft diameter:                              

Fixturlaser NXA Pro Application

Horizontal Shaft Alignment 
Determine and correct the relative position of two  

horizontally mounted machines that are connected, 

such as a motor and a pump, so that the rotational 

centers of the shafts are collinear. 

Vertical Shaft Alignment 
Determine and correct the relative position of two verti-

as a motor and a pump, so that the rotational centers of 

the shafts are collinear. 

 

Machine Train™ Alignment 
Align a set-up of more than two rotating machines that 

are connected to each other.

Softcheck™ 
Softcheck™ checks if there is a soft foot condition, i.e. 

when the motor is not resting firmly on all its feet. 

Target Values 
Pre-set target values before starting your alignment 

work when you have determined the machines thermal 

expansion.

Hot Check™

been shut off, and another measurement when the 

machine is cold. The Hot Check application is then used 

to compare these two measurements. The difference 

between the two measurements can be used as target 

values when shaft alignment is performed.

 
Information such as entered distances, measurement method, 

target values and tolerances are saved in a template.

Feetlock™ 

Solution to solve base-bound and/or bolt-bound machines.

Memory Manager
Measurements can be organized in folders and sub-

folders. Single measurements and/or complete data 

structures can be copied to USB stick.
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Fixturlaser NXA Pro System

1. Display unit 2. Fixturlaser M3 3. Fixturlaser S3 4. 2 pcs complete  5. Ext. power cable  

6. USB cable A-mini 7. Power supply 8. USB stick 9. 2 pcs Angled universal tool 10. 2 pcs Magnetic v-bracket  

11. Magnetic base 12.  13. Rod kit 14. 15. Tape measure 5 m
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